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Technology for Seniors - week 1

Term It means… Some extra comments

Computer An electronic device that steps through a
sequence of numbers automatically to do a range
of useful tasks.

The sequence of numbers for each task is called a
program, application or app. It can also be called
software.

Tablet A hand-held computer, usually with a touch
screen

A ‘touch screen’ means that you use your fingers to make
the tablet do useful things.

iPad Trade name of the Apple brand tablet i in Apple products implies “internet”

Smartphone A pocket size computer with cell phone features
and usually a touch screen.

iPhone Trade name of Apple smartphone One of the first smartphones developed.

SIM Subscriber Identification Module Little card that has your phone number and ISP account
details

Mobile Phone
Network

Radio towers placed to allow mobile phones and
smart phones to connect wirelessly to the whole
telephone network

Mobile phones use a SIM for identification on the mobile
phone network.

WiFi “Wireless Fidelity” a trademark name for a
wireless connection technology. Often used by a
group of people to connect devices to the internet
and to each other.

Used to connect multiple devices without cables and
usually also to the internet. The group of connections and
devices is known as a Local Area Network or LAN.
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Cable A wire used to connect devices. Specialist cables can be used to make a Local Area
Network or LAN instead of using WiFi.

Bluetooth A trademark name for a short-range wireless
connection technology, typically less than 30m.
Usually used by an individual.

Used to connect devices together to suit an individual. The
connection of devices can be termed a Personal Area
Network or PAN.

Internet Computers connected together in a world-wide
network so that information can be shared
between them

The internet is the largest example of a Wide Area
Network or WAN.

World Wide
Web or WWW

A development of the Internet that allows text and
image information to be transmitted between
computers to display information as a website

Sir Tim Berners-Lee created the world wide web in 1989

Website Information stored on a computer which can then
send that information to those connected to the
internet

The computer used for a website is often called a
webserver as it ‘serves’ information to the WWW

Browser A computer program that converts the digital
information about a website into text and images
on a computer screen.

Popular browsers are Google Chrome, Safari, Internet
Explorer, Firefox.

Operating
System or
O/S

A computer of any size has a master control
program that is called the Operating System. It is
essential to make other programs operate
properly.

Smartphones and tablets have different O/S. The most
common is Android developed by Google followed by iOS
made by Apple.

URL Uniform Resource Locator – It is like the postal
address of a house. It tells your computer where
to send to so that it can get the information from
a website.

A URL starting with http: is an ordinary website and not
secure. A secure website starts with https:
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Search Engine A way of finding things on the internet if you do
not know the URL.

Google is probably the most common search engine used.

Link Part of the World Wide Web design is the ability to
connect or link different pieces of information to
make it easier to find things.

You can send a friend a link so that they can find the same
place on the internet easily.

Software The sequence of instructions given to a computer
to make it carry out a task. It is ‘soft’ because it
can easily be changed (by changing the numbers)

It can also be called a program, application or app.

Hardware Hardware is the physical case and its contents of a
computer. It is ‘hard’ because it is hard to change.

ISP Internet Service Provider is the business that
connects you to the internet. It is like the ‘power
point’ where you plug your device in but in this
case the ISP gives information, not electricity.

Settings Settings are options that can be used to make
your phone or tablet work best for you.

Account Like any business, internet businesses allow you
to have an account for managing their business
with you and their services

Data This usually refers to information transmitted over
the internet. It is measured separately to phone
calls.

When setting up an account with an ISP there will be a list
of phone call allowances AND a data allowance. These will
be charged individually and totalled to determine the
monthly fee.

SMS Short Message Service or texting. This allows text and numbers of a message of 160
characters to be sent at a standard charge.

MMS Multimedia Messaging Service. Like SMS but pictures can be included


